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THEREWXNDZ

THEREWXNDZ Expands Further into the Womens Editorial
Market with the Official Launch of THEREWXNDZ HNY

Immediate Release — THEREWXNDZ LLC. officially launches THEREWXNDZ HNY to coincide with the 
company’s global platforms in delivering the latest news in women sports, fashion, culture and lifestyle trends 
dedicated to our women changing the community. 

To increase the diversity of fashion, lifestyle, music and cultural trends in the online space, HNY breaks through 
an familiar niche across the globe by providing the most efficient and relevant news regarding womens culture in 
a global way. The platform provided real-time updates in the realm of the restless fashion and cultural innovations. 
Through exclusive content and interviews with aspiring artists and influencers, as well as featured editorial 
provided through therewxndz.com, THEREWXNDZ HNY will focus becoming the bridge for women creativity.

“Our goal has always been to highlight the culture and women have always played a big part in shaping the 
society we know of today. Luckily we were able to catch on to this empowerment at such a delicate time,” 
Michale Hale, the Chief Executive Officer of THEREWXNDZ LLC. said. 

Evolving into an go to destination for everything happening in culture, THEREWXNDZ HNY allows the opportunity 
for the vast growing talents and deep-rooted cultural trends from women across the globe to be discovered and 
showcased on an inspiration platform. The platform also allows brands to market and advertise on a global scale. 

Learn more at therewxndz.com/HNY

About THEREWXNDZ

Solely focused on the uprise of culture through various inspirations from some of the world's top influencers, as 
well as aspiring. THEREWXNDZ's ambition to become the world's leading cultural motivated editorial has driven 
our dedication and commitment to provide relevant content and material to our growing community across the 
globe in 64 countries.
THEREWXNDZ's daily contribution to society has become an important necessity for not only users engaged into 
the latest trends within society, but as well as others who take on different aspects of cultural morality through 
sneakers, music, art, sports, design and more.
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